Clinical Experience of Using Cortical Auditory Evoked Potentials in the Treatment of Infant Hearing Loss in Australia
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ABSTRACT

This article presents the clinical protocol that is currently being used within Australian Hearing for infant hearing aid evaluation using cortical auditory evoked potentials (CAEPs). CAEP testing is performed in the free field at two stimulus levels (65 dB sound pressure level [SPL], followed by 55 or 75 dB SPL) using three brief frequency-distinct speech sounds /m/, /g/, and /t/, within a standard audiological appointment of up to 90 minutes. CAEP results are used to check or guide modifications of hearing aid fittings or to confirm unaided hearing capability. A retrospective review of 83 client files evaluated whether clinical practice aligned with the clinical protocol. It showed that most children could be assessed as part of their initial fitting program when they were identified as a priority for CAEP testing. Aided CAEPs were most commonly assessed within 8 weeks of the fitting. A survey of 32 pediatric audiologists provided information about their perception of cortical testing at Australian Hearing. The results indicated that clinical CAEP testing influenced audiologists’ approach to rehabilitation and was well received by parents and that they were satisfied with the technique. Three case studies were selected to illustrate how CAEP testing can be used in a clinical environment. Overall, CAEP testing has been effectively integrated into the infant fitting program.
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**Learning Outcomes:** As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to describe the clinical protocols implemented at Australian Hearing for the use of cortical auditory evoked potential testing for hearing aid fitting and evaluation in young children.

Australia has national coverage of universal newborn hearing screening (UNHS), which is now operating in all states and territories under a National Framework incorporating evidence-based standards of practice. Babies diagnosed with a hearing loss are followed up by one of the 25 specialized Australian Hearing infant hearing fitting centers. Australian Hearing is a government-funded organization that provides audiological services including hearing aid and cochlear implant (CI) support to close to 21,000 young Australians (aged under 26 years) at no cost to families, except for a small annual device maintenance fee. For the 2012 birth year, 386 infants were fitted with their first hearing aids before 6 months of age. This figure is considered to represent all infants fitted in 2012 in Australia, because Australian Hearing is the sole provider of this service.

The evaluation of hearing aid fittings for infants has long proved difficult for audiologists, due to the challenges of observing behavioral responses to sound in very young infants. Cortical auditory evoked potentials (CAEPs) are applicable to infant hearing aid evaluation and also may be regarded as the auditory evoked response technique most suited to assessing the audibility of hearing aid–amplified speech. Although it is feasible to use evoked potentials such as the auditory brainstem response (ABR) and auditory steady-state response (ASSR) to assess hearing aid fitting when behavioral measures cannot be employed, recording CAEPs for this purpose has several advantages over recording early latency electrophysiologic measures. First, the acoustic features that are relevant for speech detection and perception can be presented as stimuli, which are handled reasonably well by a hearing aid. Second, the integrity of the response pathway through to the cortex can be assessed, therefore the presence and absence of CAEPs correlates better with perception. Third, in some cases of auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder (ANSD), a CAEP may be observed even when an ABR is absent. Fourth, CAEPs are proven to be reliably recorded in young awake infants with normal hearing when stimuli are presented at suprathreshold levels. In children with hearing impairment, more care has to be taken, however, when interpreting absent CAEPs because more than 20% of the children in this group did not show detectable CAEPs, even when the sounds were audible.

Research involving the use of CAEPs for hearing aid evaluation at the National Acoustic Laboratories (NAL), and around the world, has made it possible to record CAEPs in a clinical setting. Earlier work has shown that CAEPs in aided children are larger than in unaided children and adults. Research influenced by NAL’s earlier work in this area has shown that short speech sounds with low-, mid-, and high-frequency content, presented in the free field, can be used to evaluate audibility in unaided and aided clients. Golding et al showed a significant correlation between CAEPs and parent observations of functional performance systematically recorded using the Parents’ Evaluation of Aural/Oral Performance of Children (PEACH). Based on this information and experience, a clinical device (HEARLab Frye Electronics, Tigard, Oregon) was developed.

CAEP testing using HEARLab was introduced into the Australian Hearing infant clinical pathways during 2011. Infant hearing aid fittings are now systematically evaluated, when clinically appropriate, using CAEP assessment. This article describes the clinical protocol that is currently being used within Australian Hearing. As the scientific value of CAEPs for (basic) hearing aid fitting evaluation is still under debate, there are limited published data that investigate the feasibility of using this test in a clinical setting. To address this gap in knowledge, Australian Hearing reviewed over 80 client files to evaluate whether clinical practice aligned with the clinical protocol. A survey of pediatric audiologists regarding the use of CAEPs in the clinical setting also was conducted to collect information about their perception of cortical testing at Australian Hearing.
Hearing. Three case studies are also provided, demonstrating the clinical use of CAEPs in infant hearing aid fitting for the three major reasons CAEP testing is conducted in the Australian Hearing clinic.

CLINICAL INFANT HEARING AID FITTING EVALUATION USING CORTICAL AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIALS IN AUSTRALIA

The protocol described in this section is nationally implemented by Australian Hearing.34 The protocol is based on a comprehensive review of international research into CAEPs and the clinical experience gained during the clinical development and evaluation of the HEARLab system at NAL.2,3,5,6,9,10,13,18–20,32,35–39 Aided CAEP assessment now forms part of the clinical pathway for children and other clients whose hearing aid prescription has been based on an audiogram estimated from evoked potential tests (ABR, ASSR). It was introduced into Australian Hearing’s clinical program for the following reasons.

- CAEP assessment possibly may add to the information obtained using more traditional assessment techniques, such as behavioral observation audiometry, as it provides a systematic and objective means of indicating with some level of confidence that low-, mid-, and high-frequency emphasis speech sounds are audible to the aided child.9–11
- For many children, particularly those with moderate to severe hearing loss, CAEPs can be used to demonstrate aided benefit to parents in a tangible way,9–11,13,22 which may encourage consistent hearing aid use.
- Where some CAEPs are absent, the pattern of results (considering both stimulus type and presentation level) may give a general guide to adjusting a child’s hearing aid, to achieve audibility for speech at conversational levels.2,9–11,16,22,32 It needs to be noted that absent CAEPs not necessarily indicate a (amplified) sound is inaudible to the child with hearing impairment.9–11
- Where CAEP responses are repeatedly absent, even after increases to the gain-frequency response of a child’s hearing aids, results may help parents and professionals in considering moving toward CI evaluation, when combined with other audiological information.

HOW ARE CORTICAL AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIALS CURRENTLY IMPLEMENTED FOR HEARING AID FITTING EVALUATION IN AUSTRALIAN HEARING?

- CAEPs form part of the initial fitting program for all,34 including clients whose hearing aid fitting has been based upon an audiogram estimated from evoked potentials (tone burst ABR or ASSR), most commonly infants referred from UNHS, and children who have ANSD. Both aided and unaided CAEPs are used in ANSD management. Research into CAEPs with children with ANSD has shown that where CAEPs are present at low stimulus levels, subsequent behavioral testing will likely show hearing at normal levels or a mild hearing loss.6,7 The test is also applicable for clients of any age who have additional disabilities that have led to a hearing aid fitting based upon minimal behavioral information or that have made it difficult to evaluate the benefit of their hearing aid fitting, and clients who are being considered for cochlear implantation due to poor speech perception performance or delayed speech/language development.

CAEP testing is not a priority for children who have a unilateral hearing loss or a threelfrequency average hearing loss that is estimated to be less than 45 dB hearing level (HL). The value of 45 dB HL was chosen based on the assumption that a hearing loss of 45 dB or better will have a 10 dB sensation level to a 55 dB sound pressure level (SPL) speech sound. This will likely result in a CAEP response when the person is unaided.9 As a result, the aided and unaided conditions are difficult to compare.

Fig. 1 shows the Australian Hearing pathway for the initial fitting and evaluation of infants.34 CAEP evaluation is usually conducted after the first follow-up appointment,
which allows the clinician to provide support and encouragement to the family in their management of their child’s hearing aids before embarking upon the evaluation. Hearing aids are fitted according to the national protocol for pediatric amplification in Australia,36 recently updated to include the use of NAL-NL: National Acoustic Laboratories - Non Linear prescriptive targets derived from a behavioral audiogram that has been either estimated from evoked potential tests or measured using a behavioral procedure. For children diagnosed with ANSD, a battery of measures, including behavioral assessments and functional questionnaires, is used to derive the estimated audiogram.40

A review appointment is conducted within 2 weeks of the fitting. This appointment is devoted mainly to providing support and encouragement to the family in their management of their child’s hearing aids. A further appointment within 4 to 6 weeks of the first follow-up is then arranged to evaluate the effectiveness of the hearing aid fitting. This second follow-up appointment is an appropriate time for aided CAEP evaluation. This typically means that aided CAEP evaluation is completed within 8 weeks of the initial hearing aid fitting.

The first CAEP assessment is performed aided, unless the child is diagnosed with ANSD. Three brief speech stimuli (30 milliseconds /m/, 21 milliseconds /g/, and 30 milliseconds /t/ with dominant frequencies at 250, 1,250, and 3,250 Hz, respectively) are presented in the free field through a loudspeaker at 55, 65, or 75 dB SPL, as described in Van Dun et al.22 If the infant is unsettled and it is likely that not all planned stimuli and levels can be tested, the audiologist prioritizes stimulus presentations according to the assumed individual audiogram configuration and other clinical considerations such as degree of hearing loss and aided speech-o-gram.34 The speech-o-gram is a visual display of the long term root mean square spectrum and dynamic range of amplified speech superimposed on the child’s hearing thresholds.41 Audiologists use this as a guide to the expected audibility of amplified speech, and thus expected CAEPs, at chosen decibels of SPL levels. For example, if the main concern is aided audibility at the higher frequencies, the clinician might opt to begin testing with the /t/ sound only. Fig. 2 shows the recommended flowchart for interpretation of each separate speech stimulus.34 In summary:

- If a CAEP is obtained at 55 and 65 dB SPL, no change to the client’s estimated hearing thresholds (and hence the hearing aid frequency response) is required.
- If a CAEP is present at 65 dB SPL but not at 55 dB SPL (and detection would be expected based upon the NAL-NL2 aided speech-o-gram for a 55 dB SPL speech signal), the revised hearing thresholds are assumed to be 1 standard deviation (SD), or 10 dB,36,42 poorer than the original estimated thresholds at the corresponding frequency range.
- If a CAEP is present at 75 dB SPL but not at 65 dB SPL, revised hearing thresholds are assumed to be 1.5 SD, or 15 dB, poorer than the original estimated threshold at the corresponding frequency range.
- If no CAEPs are present at 65 or 75 dB SPL, revised hearing thresholds are assumed to be 1.5 SD, or 15 dB, poorer than the original estimated threshold at the corresponding frequency range.

If after hearing aid adjustment (based on the revised estimated hearing thresholds determined above) no CAEPs are present, the 75 dB SPL input aided speech-o-gram, based on the latest estimated audiogram, is inspected. If the speech-o-gram suggests that no detection of the speech spectrum in the frequency range under consideration is expected, the result is consistent with expectations. If no CAEPs are present...
and the audiogram has already been reestimated to be 1.5 SD poorer than the average, the PEACH is used to determine whether there are any behavioral responses to sound in the child’s real-life environment. This helps to determine whether the child is one of a limited number whose aided CAEPs do not reflect their hearing capacity. It is important to note that CAEPs are not always detected in some children, even when the (aided or unaided) sound is audible. This can be caused by straightforward reasons like the presence of middle ear disease (which always should be checked prior to performing CAEPs), but also unknown reasons that are still subject to research (e.g., maturation, stimulus rate, or speech discrimination ability). A consistent CAEP absence for multiple speech sounds, levels, and visits, however, might be an indication that closer follow-up is warranted. CAEP results combined with PEACH observations also are used to determine whether referral for CI candidacy evaluation is appropriate.

Once the audiogram has been reestimated and the hearing aid adjusted to the new NAL-NL2 prescription targets for that hearing loss,
CAEP assessment can be repeated to determine whether aid adjustments have improved audibility of the speech spectrum.

ANALYSIS OF THE CLINICAL APPLICATION OF CORTICAL AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIALS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF INFANTS WITH HEARING LOSS

The routine use of CAEPs to evaluate infant hearing aid fittings is relatively new in the field of audiology in general and within Australian Hearing’s program in particular. As part of Australian Hearing’s ongoing quality assurance program, the clinical application of CAEPs within infant fitting programs was reviewed using a national sample of clinical cases. This review and survey aimed to determine the uptake of the new procedure, the compliance with protocols, the feasibility of using the CAEP test in daily clinical practice, and the influence of CAEPs on clinical management of infants with hearing loss.

METHODS

As part of Australian Hearing’s quality review process, a file review conducted by the first author in the latter part of 2013 examined 87 files of all infants fitted with their first hearing aids between October and December 2012, before the age of 6 months. The file review considered the number of children for whom CAEP testing was recommended by the Australian Hearing protocols, the number actually tested, the number of children who were not tested despite indications to do so, and the reasons why testing was not completed. The review also investigated the timing of the CAEP assessment within the child’s program and how often individual children were assessed.

Forty-eight Australian Hearing pediatric audiologists were invited to participate in an online survey regarding their experience with the training program, the stimuli and presentation levels typically used during a clinical appointment, clinical decision making, and their opinion of the value of using CAEPs in their clinical management of infants with hearing loss. Participants for the audiologist survey were drawn from the e-mail distribution list used for peer support within Australian Hearing. A reminder was sent after 2 months if the survey was not returned. Thirty-two clinicians responded to the survey at the end of 2014. Surveys were anonymously completed online using SurveyMonkey. This survey was conducted with the approval of the Australian Hearing Human Research Ethics Committee and conformed to National Health & Medical Research Committee guidelines.

RESULTS

File Reviews

Most children whose files were audited had completed their initial fitting program at the time of the review. The initial infant fitting program usually includes a first appointment, a fitting, an initial follow-up appointment, and at least one subsequent follow-up. Over the four appointments, activities such as discussion of amplification choices, earmold impressions, hearing aid fitting, and evaluation of aided performance are performed. Once this program is completed, children commence subsequent hearing and communication improvement programs that focus on specific needs and goals.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE

Files were examined from 87 children who were first fitted with hearing aids before 6 months of age. Four cases were excluded from further review as no data were available, leaving a sample size of 83 children. Of these 83 children, 5 (6%) were identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander. Sixty-four children (77%) had bilateral hearing aid fittings.

TIMING OF CORTICAL AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIALS WITHIN THE INITIAL FITTING PROGRAM

Of the 83 children included in the file review, 55 children (66%) had at least one CAEP assessment completed. Of these 55 children, 53 had CAEP assessment using HEARLab during the initial fitting program. Two children had their initial CAEP assessment prior to amplification because they were diagnosed...
with ANSD, and CAEPs were used as part of a battery of tests to ascertain if they required amplification. Both of these children were identified as having absent responses to some or all speech sounds tested and were subsequently fitted with hearing aids within 2 to 3 weeks of their CAEP assessment. Fig. 3 shows that of those 55 children who had CAEPs to evaluate their hearing aid fitting, 35 (64%) had the assessment within 8 weeks of their fitting.

NUMBER OF CORTICAL AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIAL APPOINTMENTS

Of the 55 children who were CAEP tested during their initial fitting program, Fig. 4 shows the number of CAEP appointments that were conducted for each individual child. Repeat testing usually followed the audiogram being reestimated and hearing aids being adjusted based on the initial CAEP assessment. Subsequently further assessment(s) were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the new aid adjustments.

Thirty-eight children (69%) were only assessed once with HEARLab, although optimally children should come in for a second CAEP appointment to verify a modified hearing aid fitting. More often, once the fitting, follow-up, CAEP, and aid adjustment were completed, the child was old enough to complete behavioral testing. When behavioral information becomes available, more emphasis is placed on fitting to a prescription based on the behavioral audiogram obtained using Visual Reinforcement Orientation Audiometry (VROA). Of the six children (11%) who had two or more HEARLab assessments, one child had more than four assessments over a period of 5 months because of a deteriorating hearing loss that required frequent aid adjustment and evaluation via CAEP testing. This child went on to be implanted, a decision supported by the fact that consistent aided CAEPs could not be achieved. In three cases, the child attended but did not complete the assessment because the child fell asleep or was not in the ideal state for testing. If this occurs, typically a new appointment is booked as soon as possible.

REASONS CORTICAL AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT WAS NOT PERFORMED

Of the 83 children included in the file review, 28 children (33%) did not receive a CAEP assessment. Fig. 5 shows the reasons CAEP testing was not used to evaluate fittings. Fifteen
of the aided children had a mild or unilateral hearing loss. Thus according to Australian Hearing protocol, they were not prioritized for aided CAEP assessment.

This means that the remaining 68 children were eligible for CAEP testing. Of these 68 children, 13 (19%) did not get tested with CAEPs, although they should have been according to the Australian Hearing CAEP protocol. Four children failed to attend the scheduled CAEP appointment. Equipment was unavailable in three cases. Three children had otitis media effusion, which prevented testing. Two children were fitted with hearing aids at close to 6 months of age due to other family priorities. It was hence possible to assess them using VROA within 2 months of fitting. Because reliable behavioral thresholds are preferred for deriving a hearing aid prescription, the clinical program for these two children changed focus from objective CAEP assessment to behavioral assessment. In one case, no valid reason was given.

Of the reasons stated above, only the last case (2%) possibly was not tested because the protocol was not followed correctly.

Audiologist Survey

CORTICAL AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIAL EXPERIENCE

Of the 32 of 48 clinicians who responded (a 67% response rate), 18 (56%) had conducted CAEP testing for more than 2 years in their clinic. Eight (25%) had performed CAEP evaluations for less than 6 months. Two (6%) had performed more than 30 CAEP assessments in the last 12 months. Sixteen (50%) had tested between 10 and 30 clients in the last year.

CLIENTS TESTED

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the ages of clients who had been tested at least once by a pediatric clinician (multiple answers were possible). As can be observed from Fig. 6, all but one clinician (97%) had tested the target age group, which is infants fitted at < 6 months of age. At this age, generally no reliable behavioral testing can be obtained.

Figure 6 Client groups/patients assessed using the HEARLab system, Frye Electronics, Tigard, Oregon.

APPOINTMENT LENGTH

A complete appointment (including impressions, hearing aid check, setting up the equipment, settling the child, performing the CAEP test, explaining the results, and hearing aid fitting adjustment) generally took 60 minutes or less (indicated by 23 or 72%); 12 clinicians (38%) indicated that testing lasted 45 minutes or less, and 6 (19%) indicated 90 minutes or more. This shows that testing time can vary considerably. Test time may be influenced by the experience of the clinician, the availability of a second clinician to assist and distract the child, the protocol used (number of stimuli used and intensity levels chosen), and the state of arousal of the child. The last reason was perceived by the audiologist as the most likely reason for such a large variability in appointment times. The majority (23 or 72%) of clinicians tested at two stimulus presentation levels, as recommended by the flowchart in Fig. 2.

SATISFACTION WITH CORTICAL AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1 presents answers to six statements related to interpretation, reception, and satisfaction with CAEP testing. The majority of the users agreed with the statements. The clinicians were also invited to provide voluntary comments to statements 1 to 4 in Table 1, and to these three questions:

- How do you predominantly use the information provided by the system?
- Can you provide two examples where you think cortical testing was not useful?
- Can you provide two examples where you think cortical testing was useful?
In response to the four statements and three questions, the clinicians noted that (in descending order of occurrence):

- The results were used to verify or modify hearing aid fittings (27 of 30 clinicians who left comments).
- CAEPs were used for counseling parents to reinforce the need for a hearing aid, or to reassure them that the hearing aid was providing sufficient amplification (17 of 30).
- If no aided CAEPs were observed with multiple visits, CAEP testing provided additional information for the decision process toward cochlear implantation. Conversely, if CAEPs were observed when none were expected, the decision toward cochlear implantation was delayed until more (behavioral) information became available (17 of 30).
- The results were used in conjunction with other information (e.g., parent feedback, the PEACH, and the estimated audiogram based on electrophysiologic measures; 13 of 30).
- The results provided additional information on unaided ability in ANSD cases (12 of 30).
- The results provided earlier reassurance than when using behavioral paradigms that speech was being detected with the hearing aids (10 of 30).

- It can be useful for clients who cannot provide reliable behavioral feedback (e.g., with developmental delays; 9 of 30).
- Occasionally CAEPs were not detected when it was believed that the sound was audible, given the estimated audiogram and despite testing under optimal conditions (low electroencephalogram noise, good impedance, child alert and settled, tympanograms consistent with normal middle ear function, and hearing aids matched to target). It has been shown that nondetected CAEPs are a possibility in young children. Conversely, CAEPs were occasionally detected although it was believed that the sound was inaudible, a inevitable consequence of using a statistical paradigm. This highlights the need to combine CAEP results with other available information to provide an overall picture and, importantly, to avoid confusing families (7 of 30).
- Parents found it hard to relate CAEP results with the (aided) audiogram (4 of 30).
- Statistical results were sometimes difficult to interpret. For example, statistical presence of a response to a specific speech sound at a lower level occasionally coincided with the statistical absence at a higher level (3 of 30).
- Parents became frustrated if results were inconclusive or not matching expectations (1 of 30).

Table 1 Additional Statements from the HEARLab, Frye Electronics, Tigard, Oregon, User Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The CAEP results influence my approach to rehabilitation.</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>21 (66%)</td>
<td>10 (31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The CAEP results are clinically consistent with behavioral results, where applicable.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>3 (9%)</td>
<td>24 (75%)</td>
<td>5 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The CAEP results are easy to interpret.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>21 (66%)</td>
<td>9 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The CAEP results are positively received by parents.</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (6%)</td>
<td>21 (66%)</td>
<td>8 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I would recommend CAEP testing to other Audiologists who do not have the HEARLab system.</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>16 (50%)</td>
<td>15 (47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Overall, I am satisfied with CAEP testing (using the HEARLab system)?</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>21 (68%)</td>
<td>10 (32%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: CAEP, cortical auditory evoked potential.
DIFFICULTIES WITH TEST PROCEDURE
According to the clinicians, CAEP testing was occasionally not clinically possible or difficult (in descending order of occurrence):

- Children with a noisy electroencephalogram were difficult or impossible to test. Noise was related to child behavior (e.g., movement), additional disabilities, or seizures (10 of 30 clinicians who left comments).
- Technical malfunctions with the recording system could cause issues as well. Examples include broken (electrode) cables, high electrode impedances, and software issues (1 of 30).
- Parents were against the use of the test and preferred to wait until behavioral responses were available (1 of 30).

DETAILED CASE STUDIES
Three detailed case studies were selected to illustrate how CAEP testing can be used in a clinical environment.

Case Study 1: Cochlear Implant Candidacy
This child was referred to Australian Hearing via the UNHS program. Table 2 shows the tone burst ABR test results for the four audiometric frequencies. There were no responses at 95 dB normal hearing level (nHL) at all test frequencies. Based on the corrections suggested by Vander Werff et al., an estimated behavioral audiogram was derived (Table 3). According to the procedure described by Vander Werff et al., the threshold for 500-Hz tone burst (in decibels of nHL) had to be corrected (improved) by 10 dB to provide an estimated behavioral threshold (in decibels of HL). Hence, the ABR threshold for 500 Hz in Table 2, which was at least 100 dB nHL, was corrected to 90 dB HL. Similarly, 1, 2, and 4 kHz were corrected by –5, 0 and +5 dB, respectively, to convert from decibels of nHL to decibels of HL.

Table 2 Case Study 1: Tone-burst auditory brainstem response (ABR) test results at diagnosis, in decibels of normal hearing level (dBA HL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1,000</th>
<th>2,000</th>
<th>4,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
<td>&gt;95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Case Study 1: Estimated audiogram at diagnosis, in decibels of hearing level (dB HL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1,000</th>
<th>2,000</th>
<th>4,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Tone burst auditory brainstem response test results at diagnosis (in decibels of normal hearing level [nHL]). For conversion purposes, >95 dB nHL is taken equal to 100 dB nHL, a lower limit of the estimated hearing loss.
The child was subsequently reassessed at the age of 3 months using aided CAEPs in the free field while bilaterally aided with inputs of 65 and 75 dB SPL for all three speech sounds. Again, p values shown in Table 5 were not significant at either conversational (65 dB SPL) or elevated (75 dB SPL) speech levels. This suggested at least a profound hearing loss and little or no benefit from hearing aids. Results were explained to the parents, and CI agency referral was suggested as the next step in this child’s program management. Reports on these results were sent to the family’s early intervention service and CI center, where further testing was conducted. Eventually, the child went on to receive bilateral CIs at 5 months of age. The child’s parents e-mailed the audiologists to say, “Thank you so much for the information you gave us on the previous testing as it helped us with our decision to proceed with the implants.”

Case Study 2: Ensuring Audibility
This child was referred to Australian Hearing via the UNHS program. Diagnostic ABR results (Table 6) were used to estimate a bilateral mild sloping to moderately severe sensorineural hearing loss (Table 7). The child was fitted with
bilateral hearing aids at 5 weeks of age based on the estimated hearing thresholds.

Aided CAEP testing was conducted in the free field at 4.5 months of age. Fig. 8 shows the CAEPs at 65 and 55 dB SPL of speech sounds /m/, /g/, and /t/ and the p values associated with the different waveforms. At 65 dB SPL, all speech sounds evoked a CAEP, suggesting audibility across the speech frequency spectrum. According to the child's estimated audiogram (Table 7) and the NAL-NL2 speech-o-gram (dark gray highlighted areas in Fig. 9), audibility was expected for low-, mid-, and high-frequency speech sounds at 55 dB SPL. Although the speech-o-gram only indicates predicted audibility for 50 dB SPL presentation levels, one can assume that if audibility is expected at 50 dB SPL then it is also expected at 55 dB SPL. As shown in Fig. 8, CAEPs at 55 dB SPL indicated audibility only for speech sound /t/. Australian Hearing protocols determined that the audiogram should be reestimated to be 1 SD (10 dB) worse for low- and midfrequency speech sounds. The hearing aids were consequently adjusted to meet the NAL-NL2 targets for 50 dB SPL input.

A subsequent follow up was conducted 1 month later at 5.5 months of age. The CAEP waveforms and p values (see Fig. 10) suggested that there was now good audibility for all speech sounds at conversational (65 dB SPL) and for /g/ and /t/ at softer levels (55 dB SPL). Typically when the gain of a hearing aid is increased, the audiologist will conduct an informal test of loudness tolerance or “maximum power output check” via moderate- and loud-intensity impulse sounds to ensure the child is not overamplified. No tolerance issues were detected to impulse sounds in the clinic setting via maximum power output check, and the child's parents reported no discomfort to sounds in everyday listening environments. The parents were reassured about appropriateness of hearing aid settings and a resulting e-mail was sent by the mother to the audiologists where she

Table 7  Case Study 2: Resulting Estimated Behavioral Audiogram (in Decibels of HL) Using Decibels of nHL to Decibels of HL Correction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1,000</th>
<th>2,000</th>
<th>4,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HL, nHL, normal hearing level.
Note: Derived from Vander Werff et al.39

Figure 8  Case study 2: first visit. Present responses to speech stimuli /m/, /g/, and /t/ at 65 dB sound pressure level (SPL) and to the /t/ stimulus at 55 dB SPL via a loudspeaker when bilaterally aided. Statistical p values for every speech sound are provided (p ≤ 0.05 indicates a high likelihood of a cortical auditory evoked potential being present).
commented: “We feel very relieved, as our faith has been restored in the hearing aids as a result of what we discovered from the results.”

Case Study 3: Decision to Fit Hearing Aids in Case of ANSD
This child was referred to Australian Hearing via the UNHS program. Diagnostic audiology
assessment showed clear cochlear microphonics on reversal of click stimulus polarity during ABR and distortion product otoacoustic emissions were present in both ears, indicating ANSD.

Unaided CAEP testing in the free field was conducted at Australian Hearing at the age of 3 months. Fig. 11 shows responses to (and corresponding p values of) all three speech sounds (/m/, /g/, and /t/) at 65 dB SPL. Responses also were obtained at 55 dB SPL for /g/ and /t/, but were inconclusive for /m/ due to high noise levels. Although there appeared to be a possible waveform in response to the /m/ stimuli, this may be caused by the background noise. A PEACH diary, which records the parents’ observations of hearing responses in daily environments over a period of time, was given to the child’s parents to complete. A retest of speech sound /m/ at 55 dB SPL was planned 1 month later.

At the age of 4.5 months, the child had significant responses to /m/ at 55 dB SPL, as shown in Fig. 12. The PEACH diary also was scored and results indicated that the child’s auditory function in everyday life situations was within 1 SD of normally hearing children of the same age and developmental level.

The combined results suggested that the child was able to detect both conversational (65 dB SPL) and soft-level (55 dB SPL) speech sounds while unaided. This justified the earlier decision not to aid but to monitor the child’s auditory responses via the PEACH diary and to conduct behavioral tests as soon as appropriate.

Figure 11 Case study 3: first visit. Present responses to speech stimuli /m/, /g/, and /t/ at 65 dB sound pressure level (SPL) and to the /g/ and /t/ stimuli at 55 dB SPL via a loudspeaker when bilaterally aided. Statistical p values for every speech sound are provided (p ≤ 0.05 indicates a high likelihood of a cortical auditory evoked potential being present).

Figure 12 Case study 3: second visit. Present response at 55 dB sound pressure level (SPL) when testing /m/ only (p ≤ 0.05).
VROA was not conducted until the child was 24 months old (Fig. 13) due to the presence of developmental delay and health problems. VROA results showed hearing thresholds within the normal range.

The child’s parents reported no hearing difficulties at that time and amplification via hearing aids was deemed to have no or limited benefit. Monitoring continued via functional questionnaires, speech testing when appropriate, and behavioral hearing assessment. The family was advised to consider the use of a wireless remote microphone system if the child showed hearing difficulty in noise at a later stage. CAEP testing was useful in confirming the parents’ initial observations of responses to soft sounds and in supporting the decision not to proceed with hearing aid fitting.

DISCUSSION

This article presented the clinical protocol for CAEP use that is currently being applied in the 25 Australian Hearing infant fitting centers across Australia. The file review of 68 cases eligible for CAEP testing (of 87 files) indicated that in 81% (55) of the cases, CAEP testing was performed when it was deemed necessary by the Australian Hearing CAEP protocol. This means that most children could be assessed in their initial fitting program when they were identified as a priority for CAEP testing. In 17% (12 of 68) of the cases, reasons for not testing were outside the control of the clinician. Only in 2% of the cases (1 of 68), the protocol—possibly—was not followed (with no valid reason provided). This shows that both the uptake of the new CAEP procedure and compliance with the Australian Hearing CAEP protocol is high. The review found that CAEP assessment is often achieved within a standard audiological appointment of up to 90 minutes. The aided CAEPs were most commonly tested within 8 weeks of the fitting. It is encouraging that there were few barriers (equipment being unavailable or the child not being in a good state of alertness for testing) to complete the test protocol. This indicates the feasibility of using CAEP testing in daily clinical practice.

Pediatric audiologists indicated that CAEP testing influenced their approach to rehabilitation and was well received by parents and that they were satisfied by the technique. Some audiologists reported, however, that parents were frustrated with inconclusive results or results that did not match expectations. This frustration can be addressed by appropriate explanation of the limitations of the testing and clear explanation of the next steps (e.g., CAEP retesting or a different assessment technique). Conversely, clinical experience shows as well that parents experience similar frustration when behavioral test results are inconclusive. The three case studies highlighted the four main situations where CAEP testing can be useful, more specifically to evaluate hearing aid fittings, indicate unaided audibility in ANSD cases, provide additional objective information when deciding on CI candidacy, and assist with parent counseling.

Overall, the review of the use of CAEPs in Australian Hearing clinics indicates that CAEPs can be effectively integrated into infant fitting programs and provide valuable information where behavioral testing is unreliable or impossible. Clinical verification of the CAEP testing method is still ongoing, however, and research questions remain. For example, to what extent does fine-tuning of a hearing aid fitting using the Australian Hearing clinical CAEP protocol result in a significant increase of CAEP presence at the second assessment? Does CAEP assessment contribute to a hearing...
aid fitting that is significantly closer to hearing aid target fitting than without? Do behavioral outcomes improve when CAEPs are used early to evaluate and adjust the hearing aid fitting? Finally, does CAEP assessment result in a significantly earlier decision to proceed with cochlear implantation?
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